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Today’s Internet traffic is dominated by content distribution [13,
32, 40, 47] delivered by a variety of CDNs. Gerber and Doverspike [32] and Poese et al. [53] report that a few commercial CDNs
account for more than half the traffic in a North American and a
European tier-1 carrier, respectively. More than 10% of the total Internet inter-domain traffic originates from Google [40], and
Akamai claims to deliver more than 20% of the total Internet Web
traffic [50]. Netflix, which uses multiple CDNs, is responsible for
around 30% of the traffic in North America during peak hours [33].
To cope with continuously increasing demand for content, a massively distributed infrastructure has been deployed by CDNs [43,
15]. Some CDNs as well as CDN-accelerated cloud and service
providers rely on a number of datacenters in strategic locations on
the Internet, e.g., Limelight is present in more than 70 locations,
Google operates tens of data centers [61], Microsoft Azure uses 24
locations, and Amazon AWS relies on 6 large datacenters and operates caches in more than 22 locations. Others deploy highly distributed infrastructures in a large number of networks, e.g., Akamai
operates more than 100, 000 servers in more than 1, 800 locations
across nearly 1, 000 networks [50].
The existing content delivery platforms, however, do not always
have servers in locations that can satisfy the growing demand and
provide good performance. One reason is limited agility in server
deployment, as it takes time to find the locations in the right places
with the required capacities, make the necessary business arrangements, and install the servers [50]. Moreover, the content delivery
market is very competitive, leading CDNs to investigate ways to
reduce capital and operating costs [57].
To address these two challenges, a variety of designs have appeared over the last decade. These solutions expand the CDN footprint by dynamically deploying servers as needed or leveraging
the resources of end-users. An overview of the spectrum of the
various solutions and the level of involvement of content delivery stakeholders is shown in Figure 1. Commercial CDNs [11]
as well as ISPs [41] operate hybrid delivery systems where endusers download content from the servers as well as other end-users
to reduce the bandwidth and energy cost respectively at the server
side. Commercial CDNs also license content delivery software to
ISPs that maintain servers. In some cases these licensed CDNs
are able to coordinate with the CDN-operated servers or with other
CDNs enabling CDN federations, see e.g., the CDNI IETF group.
Meta-CDNs have also been proposed to optimize for cost and performance by acting as brokers for CDN selection [45, 29]. P2P
systems are also successful in utilizing the aggregate capacity of
end-users that are interested in downloading the same content [24].

Today a spectrum of solutions are available for distributing content
over the Internet, ranging from commercial CDNs to ISP-operated
CDNs to content-provider-operated CDNs to peer-to-peer CDNs.
Some deploy servers in just a few large data centers while others
deploy in thousands of locations or even on millions of desktops.
Recently, major CDNs have formed strategic alliances with large
ISPs to provide content delivery network solutions. Such alliances
show the natural evolution of content delivery today driven by the
need to address scalability issues and to take advantage of new technology and business opportunities.
In this paper we revisit the design and operating space of CDNISP collaboration in light of recent ISP and CDN alliances. We
identify two key enablers for supporting collaboration and improving content delivery performance: informed end-user to server assignment and in-network server allocation. We report on the design
and evaluation of a prototype system, NetPaaS, that materializes
them. Relying on traces from the largest commercial CDN and a
large tier-1 ISP, we show that NetPaaS is able to increase CDN
capacity on-demand, enable coordination, reduce download time,
and achieve multiple traffic engineering goals leading to a win-win
situation for both ISP and CDN.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
C.2.1 [Computer-Communication Networks]: Network Architecture and Design; C.2.3 [Network Operations]: Network Management; C.2.4 [Distributed Systems]: Client/Server

General Terms
Performance, Measurement.

Keywords
Content Delivery, Network Optimization, CDN-ISP Collaboration.

1. INTRODUCTION
Recently, Akamai formed content delivery strategic alliances with
major ISPs, including AT&T [1], Orange [7], Swisscom [8], and
KT [5]. The formation of CDN-ISP alliances is a paradigm shift in
how content delivery networks will be deployed in the future and
opens new directions for innovative solutions for CDN-ISP collaboration. It is also the natural evolution of innovative approaches for
content delivery that have been deployed for more than a decade to
address scalability, performance, and cost issues as well as to take
advantage of business opportunities.
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CDN

tem issues towards a joint CDN deployment and operation
inside the ISP network.
• We perform the first-of-its-kind evaluation based on traces
from the largest commercial CDN and a large tier-1 ISP using NetPaaS. We report on the benefits for CDNs, ISPs,
and end-users. Our results show that CDN-ISP collaboration
leads to a win-win situation with regards to the deployment
and operation of servers within the network, and significantly
improves end-user performance.

ISP

2. ENABLING CDN-ISP COLLABORATION
CP

User

CDN-ISP collaboration has to address a set of challenges regardless whether a CDN utilizes traditional or emerging solutions to
deliver content. We first highlight these challenges for content delivery today and then propose two key enablers to address them and
facilitate CDN-ISP collaboration.

Figure 1: Spectrum of content delivery solutions and involvement of stakeholders.

2.1

P4P [66] has been proposed as an ISP-P2P collaboration mechanism to better localize traffic. Content providers (CPs) are also
moving to deploy application-specific CDNs with direct peering
with or inside ISPs, e.g., Netflix Open Connect for video stream
delivery [6] or Google Global Cache, primarily for YouTube [4,
19]. The advantage of such specialized CDNs is that they can be
optimized for the application.
Another recent trend is to marry cloud resources (processing and
storage) with networking resources to meet the high performance
requirements of certain applications, such as high definition video
streaming or online gaming on demand [58]. Moreover, many ISPs
support the migration from solutions that rely on proprietary hardware to those that rely on generic appliances and take advantage of
virtualization to reduce complexity and avoid vendor lock-in [10].
Large ISPs, including AT&T, Deutsche Telekom, and Telefonica,
have already deployed generic appliances in relatively small datacenters, also referred to as microdatacenters, co-located with their
major network aggregation locations. Initially, such deployments
were to support their own services such as ISP-operated CDNs,
IPTV, carrier-grade NAT, deep packet inspection, etc., but they now
offer full virtualization services [9]. These new capabilities allow
ISPs to offer network and server resources to CDNs, applications,
and services, close to their end users. Recent studies [59] also
show that enterprises can outsource part of their infrastructure in
the cloud and take advantage of the new virtualization market.
Economics and market share are also key drivers. Large CDNs
have a strong customer base of content providers and are responsible for delivering content for their customers to end-users around
the world. On the other hand, ISPs have a strong end-user base in
some regions and also, as mentioned above, have invested significantly in adding infrastructure at the aggregation locations (PoPs)
of their networks. The combined “ownership” of content providers
and end-users is a major driving force behind recent CDN-ISP alliances [1, 7, 8, 5] as both sides strive to reduce operational cost
and at the same time offer better content delivery services.
Despite the clear opportunity for collaboration, the necessary
mechanisms and systems to enable joint CDN deployment and operation inside the network are not yet available. Our contributions
are summarized as follows:
• We revisit the design and operating space of CDN-ISP collaboration in light of recent announced alliances and we identify two major enablers for collaboration, namely informed
user-server assignment and in-network server allocation.
• We design and implement a novel prototype system, called
NetPaaS (Network Platform as a Service), that incorporates
the two key enablers to address CDN-ISP collaboration sys-
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Challenges in Content Delivery

Economics, especially cost reduction, is a main concern today
in content delivery as Internet traffic grows at a annual rate of
30% [49]. Moreover, commercial-grade applications delivered by
CDNs often have requirements in terms of end-to-end delay [39].
Faster and more reliable content delivery results in higher revenues
for e-commerce and streaming applications [43, 50] as well as user
engagement [29]. Despite the significant efforts by CDNs to improve content delivery performance, end-user mis-location, and the
limited view of network bottlenecks are major obstacles to improve
end-user performance.
Content Delivery Cost: CDNs strive to minimize the overall
cost of delivering voluminous content traffic to end-users. To that
end, their assignment strategy is mainly driven by economic aspects
such as bandwidth or energy cost [45, 57]. While a CDNs will
try to assign end-users in such a way that the server can deliver
reasonable performance, this does not always result in end-users
being assigned to the server able to deliver the best performance.
Moreover, the intense competition in the content delivery market
has led to diminishing returns of delivering traffic to end-users. Part
of the delivery cost is also the maintenance and constant upgrading
of hardware and peering capacity in many locations [50].
End-user Mis-location: DNS requests received by the CDN
name servers originate from the DNS resolver of the end-user, not
from the end-user themselves. The assignment of end-users to
servers is therefore based on the assumption that end-users are close
to the used DNS resolvers. Recent studies have shown that in many
cases this assumption does not hold [45, 57]. As a result, the enduser is mis-located and the server assignment is not optimal. As a
response, DNS extensions have been proposed to include the enduser IP information [26, 51].
Network Bottlenecks: Despite their efforts to discover end-toend characteristics between servers and end-users to predict performance [50, 39], CDNs have limited information about the actual
network conditions. Tracking the ever changing network conditions, i.e., through active measurements and end-user reports, incurs an extensive overhead for the CDN without a guarantee of
performance improvements for the end-user. Without sufficient information about the characteristics of the network paths between
the CDN servers and the end-user, a user assignment performed by
the CDN can lead to additional load on existing network bottlenecks, or even create new ones.

2.2

Enablers

Given the trends regarding increasing need of server resources
and content demand by end-users, content delivery systems have
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form cumbersome and sometimes inaccurate measurements to infer
the changing conditions within the ISP. We also believe that the final decision must still be made by the CDN. In this paper, we argue
that the above enablers (a) are necessary to enable new CDN architectures that take advantage of server virtualization technology, (b)
allow fruitful coordination between all involved parties, including
CDNs, CPs, and ISPs in light of the new CDN-ISP alliances, (c) enable the launch of new applications jointly by CDNs and ISPs, and
(d) can significantly improve content delivery performance. Such
performance improvements are crucial as reductions in user transaction time increase revenues by significant margins [35].

CDN Pos
Server
B B

CDN Server C

Figure 2: Informed User-Server Assignment: Assigning a user
to an appropriate CDN server among those available (A, B,
C), yields better end-user performance and traffic engineering.
In-network Server Allocation: A joint in-network server allocation approach allows the CDN to expand its footprint using
additional and more suitable locations (e.g., microdatacenters
MC1, MC2, MC3) inside the network to cope with volatile demand. User-server assignment can also be used for redirecting
users to already deployed and new servers.

3.

Today there is no system to support CDN-ISP collaboration and
joint CDN server deployment within an ISP network. In this section we design a novel system, NetPaaS (Network Platform as
a Service), which incorporates the two key enablers for CDN-ISP
collaboration introduced in Section 2. First, we give a overview of
NetPaaS and describe its functionalities and the protocols it utilizes to enable collaboration. Next, we give a detailed description
of the NetPaaS architecture. Finally we comment on the scalability and privacy preserving properties of NetPaaS.

to address two fundamental problems. The first is the end-user to
server assignment problem, i.e., how to assign users to the appropriate servers. The key enabler for addressing this problem is informed
user-server assignment or in short user-server assignment. It allows a CDN to receive recommendations from a network operator,
i.e., a server ranking based on performance criteria mutually agreed
upon by the ISP and CDN. The CDN can utilize these recommendations when making its final decision regarding end-user to server
assignments. This enabler takes full advantage of server and path
diversity, which a CDN has difficulty exploring on its own. Moreover, its design allows the coordination of CDNs, content providers
and ISPs in near real-time, as we will elaborate in section 3. Any
type of CDN can benefit from this enabler including ISP-operated
CDNs. The advantage of our enablers in comparison with other
CDN-ISP [28, 34] and ISP-P2P [66] cooperation schemes is that
no routing changes are needed.
The second is the server allocation problem, i.e., where to place
the servers and content. The key enabler is in-network server allocation, or in short server allocation, where the placement of servers
within a network is coordinated between CDNs, ISPs, and content
providers. This enabler provides an additional degree of freedom
to the CDN to scale-up or shrink the footprint on demand and thus
allows it to deliver content from additional locations inside the network. Major improvements in content delivery are also possible
due to the fact that the servers are placed in a way that better serve
the volatile user demand. The application of this enabler is twofold. One, it helps the CDN in selecting the locations and sizes of
server clusters in an ISP when it is shipping its own hardware. The
second application is suitable for more agile allocation of servers
in cloud environments, such as those mentioned in [10]. Multiple
instances of virtual servers running the CDN software are installed
on physical servers owned by the ISP. As before, the CDN and the
ISP can jointly decide on the locations and the number of servers.
A big advantage of using virtual machines is that the time scale of
server allocation can be reduced to hours or even minutes depending on the requirements of the application and the availability of
physical resources in the network. User-server assignment can also
be used for redirecting users to the new servers. We provide the
high-level intuition for both enablers in Figure 2.
Until now, both problems have been tackled in a one-sided fashion by CDNs. We believe that to improve content delivery, accurate
and up-to-date information should be used during the server selection by the CDN. This also eliminates the need for CDNs to per-
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NetPaaS PROTOTYPE

3.1

NetPaaS Functionalities and Protocols

NetPaaS enables CDNs and ISPs to efficiently coordinate the
user to server assignment and allows the CDN to expand or shrink
its footprint inside the ISPs network on demand, towards achieving
performance targets [39] and traffic engineering goals [55]. Neither
of them is a trivial task when dealing with large networks (thousands of routers), highly distributed microdatacenters (in tens of
locations and hundreds of machines), and constant network, routing, and traffic updates.
The NetPaaS protocol allows CDNs to express required server
specifications and ISPs to communicate available resources and
their prices. It is designed to exchange information in very small
time scales, e.g., in the order of seconds (similar to the time scale
that CDNs can potentially redirect users [53]), enabling fast responses to rapid changes in traffic volumes. Any ISP operating
a NetPaaS system offers the following services: (1) User-server
assignment: allows to request recommendations for user to server
mapping from the ISP. (2) Resource discovery: communicates information about resources, e.g., available locations or number of
servers and the conditions for leasing them, e.g., price and reservation times. (3) Server allocation: enables a CDN to allocate server
resources within the ISPs network.
The protocol utilized by NetPaaS is designed to be efficient
and to minimize delay and communication overhead. The required
communication for the different services are explained in more detail in the following Sections 3.1.1 and 3.1.2. For the user-server
assignment service NetPaaS also supports BGP as communication
protocol as this is already supported by many CDN operators, e.g.,
Google Global Cache [4], Netflix Open Connect [6], or the Akamai
Network [50].

3.1.1

NetPaaS Protocol for User-Server Assignment
We first describe the general approach for user-server assignment
today and continue with the required additional steps and protocol
messages for our collaborative approach, illustrated in the top left
of Figure 3 (“CDN: user assign”). When a CDN receives a DNS
request, typically by a resolver (i.e., when the answer is not locally
available in the local resolver), it utilizes internal information in
order to assign a server to satisfy the request. The selection of the
server depends on the location of the source of the request, as this is
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Figure 3: NetPaaS protocols and operation.

Figure 4: NetPaaS architecture.

inferred from the resolvers that sends it, as well as the availability
of close-by servers and cost of delivery [50, 60]. When the CDN
selects a set of servers to satisfy the request, it sends a DNS reply back to the resolver that sent the DNS request who then sends
it to the source of the request. Notice that for scalability reasons
and to deal with flash crowds, large CDNs allow all the available
servers to serve the same content [62]. If the content is not locally
available, the server fetches the content from other servers or the
original server, stores it locally (that yields pull-based replication),
and sends it to the end-user [50]. To take advantage of the ISPs
NetPaaS user-server assignment service the CDN issues a recommendation request prior to answering the DNS query. The recommendation request contains the source of the DNS request and a list
of eligible CDN server IPs which NetPaaS ranks based on ISPinternal information, e.g., link utilization or path delay, and possible traffic engineering goals. If the source of the DNS request is the
ISP operated DNS resolver or when the EDNS0 Client Subnet Extension [26] is present, NetPaaS can precisely locate the end-user
inside the ISPs network, effectively increasing the recommendations precision of the system. The ISP then returns this preference
ordered list in a recommendation message to the CDN which can
select the most appropriate servers based on both the ISPs and its
own criteria and thus optimizing the user-server assignment while
staying in complete control of the final server selection process.

the requested resources to guarantee their availability and sends an
allocation message as confirmation to the CDN. If the conditions
cannot be met, the selection by the CDN is denied by NetPaaS.
To gain control of the allocated servers, the CDN has to send a
commit message to NetPaaS which completes the communication
for server allocation.
The ISP may offer physical machines or virtual machines (VMs)
to CDNs. In the second case the servers are refereed to as “slices”
of hardware servers. To move servers from one to another network
position, NetPaaS supports the flexibility of VM migration or consolidation. A possible deployment scenario with VMs can be seen
in Figure 3. To improve CDN server startup and cache warm-up
times, one option for CDNs is to always keep a small number of
active servers in a diverse set of locations to expand or shrink it according to the demand. They can also pre-install an image of their
server in a number of locations.

3.2

3.1.2

NetPaaS Protocol for Server Allocation
We next describe the steps and required protocol messages for
collaborative server allocation that are illustrated in the top right of
Figure 3 (“CDN: allocate server”). When a CDN decides that additional servers are needed to satisfy the end-user demand or when
the CDN and ISP jointly agree to deploy new servers inside the
ISP, the CDN submits a request to NetPaaS. The request contains
the required hardware resources, a demand forecast (e.g., per region or per subnet) together with a number of optimization criteria and possible constraints. The demand forecast allows NetPaaS to compute an optimal placement for the newly allocated
server(s). Optimization criteria include minimizing network distance or deployment cost among others. Possible constraints are
the number of locations, minimum resources per server, or reservation time. Based on this information NetPaaS computes a set of
deployments, i.e., the server locations and the number of servers,
by solving an optimization problem (namely the SiSL or the CFL
problem, see Section 3.2.3). The reply contains the possible deployments and their respective prices. The CDN either selects one
or more of the offered deployments by sending a selection message
to NetPaaS or starts over by submitting a new request. When receiving a selection message, NetPaaS checks if it can offer the
selected deployment. If all conditions are met, NetPaaS reserves
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Architecture

We now provide the detailed architecture of the system, aimed
at providing accurate user-server assignments as well in-network
server allocations for the CDN. We describe the components and
processes both at the ISP as well as the CDN side. In the ISP the
main tasks of our system are to: (1) maintain an up-to-date annotated map of the ISP network and its properties as well as the state
of the ISP-operated servers within the network, (2) provide recommendation on where servers can be located to better satisfy the
demand by the CDN and ISP traffic engineering goals, and (3) to
assist the CDN in user-server assignment and server allocation by
creating preference rankings based on the current network conditions. The goal of the system is to fully utilize the available server
and path diversity as well as ISP-maintained resources within the
network, while keeping the overhead for both the CDN and the ISP
as small as possible.
NetPaaS comprises three main components: Network Monitoring, Informed User Assignment, and Server Allocation Interface.
For an overview of the architecture, see the ISP grey area in Figure 4. Steps 1-10 and I-IV that illustrate the requests and responses
and the CDN server selection respectively, as performed in currently deployed CDNs, for more information and details see [50].

3.2.1

Network Monitoring Component

The Network Monitoring component gathers information about
the topology and the state of the network to maintain an up-to-date
view of the network. The Topology Information component gathers
detailed information about the network topology, i.e., routers and
links, annotations such as link utilization, router load as well as
topological changes. An Interior Gateway Protocol (IGP) listener
provides up-to-date information about routers and links. Additional
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and users. Given the specification of a server, if the capacity of a location allows multiple servers to be allocated then the solution may
allocate more than one server per location. The ISP has a detailed
view of the network activity (e.g., traffic matrices over a period of
time), the annotated network topology, and the candidate locations
to install servers, along with the available resources, including the
network capacity at these locations. The CDN can also express the
demand that needs to be satisfied with additional servers as well as
the server requirements.
In the CFL solution, to prevent the creation of hot-spots, the distance of users to servers is proportional to the utilization of the most
congested link (given the background traffic) along the path from
the server to the end-user. We also assume that the user-server assignment enabler is in place. In our setting users can be assigned to
different servers for each request to a server. Thus, the demand is
splittable. This allows for fast and accurate server allocations using
standard local search heuristics for CFL [18].
The outcome of joint server allocation is the number and location
of additional servers. The result is communicated to the two parties
that have to agree on the calculated setting.
Joint Hardware Server Allocation: In this case the collaboration of the ISP and CDN is in large time scales (weeks) and the
servers are physical machines installed and maintained by the ISP
and operated by the CDN. In the setting of the ISP-operated CDN,
the server allocation is an optimized way of deploying the CDN
footprint inside the network. The forecast of the demand by analyzing CDN logs can also be incorporated. This joint operation
also allows the launch of new and demanding applications such as
video streaming and interactive online gaming.
Joint Software Server Allocation: As mentioned before, servers
can be either physical machines owned by the CDN, virtual machines offered by the ISP, or both. With virtualization, the above solution can be utilized whenever software servers are allocated. This
allows for flexible server allocation using a mature technology. Virtualization has been used to allocate heterogeneous resources [64,
25], computation (e.g., VMWare, Xen, and Linux VServer), storage, and network [58], in datacenters [17], as well as distributed
clouds inside the network [22, 10]. Recent measurement studies
have shown significant performance and cost variations across different virtualization solutions [44]. In response, a number of proposals have addressed the specific requirements of applications [20,
37, 46] and the scalability to demand [56, 65]. To capitalize on the
flexibility and elasticity offered by virtualization, a number of systems have been built to automate data and server placement [12,
27, 63] and server migration [21, 42] even between geographically
distributed datacenters. Other approaches have focused on the selection of locations for service mirrors and caches inside a network,
to minimize the network utilization [38, 41]. In the joint server allocation setting the decision and installation time can be reduced
to hours or even minutes. This is feasible as an ISP can collect
near real-time data for both the network activity and availability of
resources in datacenters operated within its network or in microdatacenters collocated with ISP network aggregation points [22].

information, e.g., link utilization and other metrics can be retrieved
via SNMP from the routers or an SNMP aggregator. The Routing Information uses routing information to calculate the paths that
traffic takes through the network. Finding the path of egress traffic
can be done by using a Border Gateway Protocol (BGP) listener.
Ingress points of traffic into the ISP network can be found by utilizing Netflow data. This allows for complete forward and reverse
path mapping inside the ISP. In total, this allows for a complete path
map between any two points in the ISP network. The Network Map
Database processes the information collected by the Topology and
Routing Information components to build an annotated map of the
ISP network. While it builds one map of the network, it keeps the
information acquired from the other two components in separate
data structures. The Topology Information is stored as a weighted
directed graph, while the prefix information is stored in a Patricia
trie [48]. This separation ensures that changes in prefix assignment
learned via BGP do not directly affect the routing in the annotated
network map. To further improve performance, the path properties
for all paths are pre-calculated. This allows for constant lookup
speed independent of path length and network topology. Having
ISP-centric information ready for fast access in a database ensures
timely responses and high query throughput.

3.2.2

Informed User-Server Assignment Component

When the CDN sends a request for user-server assignment to
NetPaaS, the request is handled by the Query Processor (steps A
to D in Figure 4). The request from the CDN specifies the end-user
and a list of candidate CDN servers. First, the Query Processor
maps each source-destination (server to end-user) pair to a path in
the network. Note that the end-user is seen through its DNS resolver, often the ISPs DNS resolver [14], unless both ISP and CDN
support the EDNS0 Client Subnet Extension [26, 51]. The properties of the path are then retrieved from the Network Map Database.
Next, the pairs are run individually through the Location Ranker
subcomponent (see below) to get a preference value. Finally, the
list is sorted by preference values, the values stripped from the list,
and the list is sent back to the CDN. The ISP Location Ranker computes the preference value for individual source-destination pairs
based on the path properties and an appropriate function (see steps
B, C). The function depends on the goal specified by the CDN, such
as a performance goal, as well as an operational one, such as a traffic engineering objective. Note that NetPaaS is not limited to a
single optimization function per CDN.

3.2.3

In-network Server Allocation Component

When the CDN Resource Planner sends a server allocation request to NetPaaS asking for available servers within the ISP (steps
V to VIII), the request is handled by the ISP Server Location Optimizer. It uses the Network Monitoring component to get upto-date information about the ISPs network and the current and
historic network traffic matrices and the Server State Information
database, which collects up-to-date state information regarding the
ISP’s servers (e.g., server load and connectivity).
The problem that the ISP Server Location Optimizer has to solve
can be modeled as an instance of either the Simultaneous Source
Location problem (SiSL) [16], or the Capacitated Facility Location problem (CFL) [36]. The locations at which facilities can be
opened correspond to the locations at which servers can be placed,
and there is a constraint on the amount of bandwidth available at
each location or on each network link.
In SiSL, the goal is to determine where the servers should be
placed so as to satisfy demand while respecting the capacity constraints, and also possibly minimizing the distance between servers
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3.3

Scalability

User-Server Assignment: To improve scalability and responsiveness, we do not rely on HTTP embedded JSON as proposed
in by ALTO IETF group, but on light protocols that are similar to
DNS. A single instance of our system is able to reply to more than
90, 000 queries/sec when serving requests with 50 candidate CDN
servers. At this level, the performance of our system is comparable
to popular DNS servers, e.g., BIND. The computational response
time is below 1 ms for a 50 candidate server list. By placing the
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service inside ISP networks at well connected points, the additional
overhead is small compared to the DNS resolution time [14]. This
performance was achieved on a commodity dual-quad core server
with 32 GB of RAM and 1Gbps Ethernet interfaces. Furthermore,
running additional servers does not require any synchronization between them since each instance is acquiring the information directly from the network. Thus, multiple servers can be located in
different places inside the network to improve scalability.
Server Allocation: Today, a number of off-the-shelf solutions
are available to spin a virtual server based on detailed requirements [46], and are already available from vendors such as NetApp
and Dell. To test the scalability of in-network server allocation we
used an appliance collocated with a network aggregation point of
ADSL users which consists of 8 CPUs (16 cores), 24 GByte RAM,
Terabytes of solid state disks, and a 10 Gbps network interface.
A management tool that follows the VMware, Cisco, and EMC
(VCE) consortium industrial standard [25] is also installed. We
tested different server configurations and our results show that VM
boot up times are on the order of tens of seconds while virtualization overhead during runtime is negligible. To that end we confirm
that it is possible to even fully saturate a 10 Gbps link. It was also
possible to add, remove, and migrate live servers on demand in less
than a minute. To reduce the cache warm-up time when allocating a new server, the requests to an already operational cache are
duplicated and fed to the new one for around ten minutes.
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Figure 5: Activity of CDN in two days.
the full internal routing table which includes all subnets propagated
inside the ISP either from internal routers or learned from peerings. The ISP operates more than 650 routers in about 500 locations (PoPs), and 30 peering points worldwide. We analyzed more
than 5 million routing entries to derive a detailed ISP network view.
The second part of the ISP dataset is an anonymized packet-level
trace of residential DSL connections. Our monitor, using Endace
monitoring cards [23], observes the traffic of around 20, 000 DSL
lines to the Internet. We capture HTTP and DNS traffic using the
Bro IDS [52]. We observe 720 million DNS messages and more
than 1 billion HTTP requests involving about 1.4 million unique
hostnames. Analyzing the HTTP traffic in detail reveals that a large
fraction it is due to a small number of CDNs, including the considered CDN, hyper-giants and one-click-hosters [40, 32, 47] and that
more than 65% of the traffic volume is due to HTTP.
To derive the needed traffic matrices, on an origin-destination
flow granularity, we compute from the DSL traces (on a 10-minute
time bin granularity) the demands for the captured location in the
ISP network. This demand is then scaled according to the load
imposed by users of the CDN to the other locations in the ISP network. For CDNs without available connection logs, we first identify their infrastructure locations using the infrastructure aggregation approach as proposed by Poese et al. [53] and then scale the
traffic demands according to the available CDN connection logs.

During the exchange of messages, none of the parties is revealing sensitive operational information. In user-server assignment,
CDNs only reveal the candidate servers that can respond to a given
request without any additional operational information (e.g., CDN
server load, cost of delivery). On the other side, the ISP does
not reveal any operational information or the preference weights
it uses for the ranking. In fact, the ISP only re-orders a list of candidate servers provided by the CDN. This approach differs from
[66], where partial or complete ISP network information, routing
weights, or ranking scores are publicly available. During the server
allocation a CDN can decide either to request a total demand or
demand in a region (e.g., city, country), thus it does not unveil the
demand of an end-user.

5. EVALUATION

DATASETS

In this section we quantify the benefits of using NetPaaS. For
our evaluation we rely on traces from the largest commercial CDN
and the tier-1 ISP described in Section 4. We start by presenting
the traffic characteristics of the CDN inside the ISP and discuss the
rationale for NetPaaS. We then evaluate the benefits of NetPaaS
in the emulation environment described in [54].

To evaluate the NetPaaS system, we use traces from the largest
commercial CDN and a large European tier-1 ISP.
Commercial CDN Dataset: The CDN dataset covers a twoweek period from 7th to 21st March 2011. All entries in the log
we use relate to the tier-1 ISP. This means that either the server or
the end-user is using an IP address that belongs to the address space
of the tier-1 ISP. The CDN operates a number of server clusters located inside the ISP and uses IPs in the IP address space of the ISP
(see Section 5.1). The log contains detailed records of about 62
million sampled (uniformly at random) valid TCP connections between the CDN’s servers and end-users. For each reported connection, it contains the time it was recorded, the server IP address, the
cluster the server belongs to, the anonymized client IP address, and
various connection statistics such as bytes sent/received, duration,
packet count and RTT. The CDN operates a number of services,
utilizing the same infrastructure, such as dynamic and static web
pages delivery, cloud acceleration, and video streaming.
ISP Dataset: The ISP dataset contains two parts. First, detailed network information about the tier-1 ISP, including the backbone topology, with interfaces and link annotations such as routing
weights, as well as nominal bandwidth and delay. It also contains
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5.1 Collaboration Potential
We first describe our observations on the traffic and deployment
of the large commercial CDN inside the tier-1 ISP and analyze the
potential benefits of CDN-ISP collaboration. In Figure 5, we plot
the normalized traffic (in log scale) from CDN clusters over time.
We classify the traffic into three categories: a) from CDN servers
inside the ISP to end-users inside the ISP (annotated ISP → ISP), b)
from servers outside the ISP to end-users inside the ISP (annotated
outside → ISP), and c) from CDN servers inside the ISP to endusers outside the ISP (annotated ISP → outside).
We observe the typical diurnal traffic pattern and a daily stability of the traffic pattern. Over the two week measurement period,
45.6% of the traffic belongs to the ISP → ISP category. 16.8%
of the traffic belongs to the outside → ISP category. During peak
hours, outside → ISP traffic can grow up to 40%. Finally, 37.6%
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continue with the additional benefit of server allocation. In our
evaluation we ensure that NetPaaS respects the available CDN
server capacities and specifications in different locations. In the
rest of the section, unless otherwise mentioned, we optimize the
delay between end-user and CDN server [50]. Moreover, as we
will show in our evaluation, by optimizing the delay between enduser and CDN server other traffic engineering goals are achieved.
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We first evaluate the benefits NetPaaS can offer when using
user-server assignment only for the already deployed infrastructure
of the large commercial CDN. In Figure 8(a) we show the current path delay between end-user and CDN servers, annotated as
“Base”. When using user-server assignment, annotated as “User
assign”, the delay is reduced by 2–6 msecs for most of the CDN
traffic and another 12% of all traffic can be fetched from nearby
CDN servers, a significant performance gain. To achieve similar
gains CDNs have to rely on complicated routing tweaks [39].
When utilizing NetPaaS for user-server assignment the traffic
traverses a shorter path within the network. This yields an overall traffic reduction in the network. In Figure 8(b) we plot the reductions in the overall traffic within the network, labeled “Userassign”. The reduction can be as high as 7% during the peak hour.
This is a significant traffic volume that is on the scale of tens to hundreds of Terabytes per day in large ISPs [2, 3]. As a consequence,
the most congested paths are circumvented, as the full server and
path diversity is utilized [55]. Our evaluation shows that user-server
assignment significantly improves CDN operation with the already
deployed infrastructure and capacity. Moreover, the ISP does not
need to change its routing, thus reducing the possibility of introducing oscillations [30].
In Figure 8(c) we plot the reduction in utilization for the most
congested link at any point of time. We observe that during the
peak time the utilization of the most congested link can be reduced
by up to 60%. This is possible as traffic is better balanced and the
link is utilized to serve mainly the local demand. Such a reduction
in utilization can postpone link capacity upgrades.

6
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Figure 6: Potential hop reduction by using NetPaaS.
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Figure 7: Traffic demand by ISP network position.
of the traffic is served by inside clusters to outside end-users. Our
first important observation is that a significant fraction of the CDN
traffic is served from servers outside the ISP despite the presence of
many servers inside the ISP that would be able to serve this traffic.
Figure 6 shows the re-allocation of traffic that would be possible using user-server assignment. Each full bar shows the fraction
of traffic currently traversing a given number of router hops within
the ISP network. In this evaluation, we only consider the end-users
inside the ISP. The bar labeled “N/A” is the traffic of the outside
→ ISP category. The different shaded regions in each bar correspond to the different router hop distances after re-allocation of the
traffic. Almost half of the traffic currently experiencing 3 hops can
be served from a closer-by server. Overall, a significant fraction of
the traffic can be mapped to closer servers inside the ISP. Note that
the tiny amount of traffic for router hop count 0 and 1 is due to the
topology design of the ISP network: either the traffic stays within
a PoP or it has to traverse at least two links to reach another PoP.
In Figure 7, we show the traffic demand towards the CDN generated by each PoP. We observe that some PoPs originate high demand while others have limited demand, if any. Manual inspection
reveals that some of the PoPs with high demand cannot be served by
a close-by CDN server, while other low demand PoPs have a cluster near by. Variations in the demand over time exhibit even more
significant mismatches between demand and CDN locations. With
such a time-varying demand and the timescales at which CDN deployments take place today, such mismatches should be expected.
We conclude that there are ample opportunities for CDNs to benefit from collaboration with ISPs to re-arrange or expand their footprint. Also, these observations support the use of NetPaaS to improve the operation of both the CDN and the ISP in light of the new
CDN-ISP strategic alliances [1, 7, 8, 5].

5.2.2

In-network Server Allocation

We next evaluate the benefits of NetPaaS when server allocation is used in addition to user-server assignment. For short
term CDN server deployments virtualized servers offer flexibility.
For long term deployments, especially in light of the CDN-ISP alliances [1, 7, 8, 5], bare metal servers offer better performance. As
our evaluation shows, the optimized placement of servers improves
end-user performance as well as server and path diversity in the
network, and enables ISPs to achieve traffic engineering goals.
To estimate the locations for installing new servers, we use the
local search heuristic to approximate the solution of CFL (see Section 3.2.3). Figure 9 shows the accuracy of server allocation in
terms of delay reduction when deploying 30 and 50 additional servers,
labeled “Top 30” and “Top 50” respectively (similar observations
are made for other numbers of servers). Notice that these 30 or 50
servers are not necessarily in the same PoP. It can be the case that
more than one server is in the same PoP. For the optimal cases we
pre-computed the best server locations based on the full knowledge
of our 14-days dataset, while NetPaaS calculates the placement by
utilizing past traffic demands and the current network activity during runtime. Our results show that NetPaaS achieves gains close
to those of the optimal placement.
In Figure 8(a) we show the delay improvements of NetPaaS
when less than 10% of the servers are utilized, thus we range the
number of servers between 10 to 50 servers that are allocated in any

5.2 Improvements with NetPaaS
In this section we quantify the benefit of NetPaaS for the large
commercial CDN inside the tier-1 ISP. First we show the benefits
of user-server assignment for the existing CDN infrastructure and
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Figure 8: Utilizing NetPaaS for user-server assignment and
server allocation.
of the about 500 locations within the ISP, labeled “Top 10” to “Top
50”. We also include a case where servers are allocated in all possible locations, labelled “All”. As expected, in this case, nearly all
traffic can be served from the same PoP as the end-user. Yet, with
only 10 additional servers around 25% of the CDN demand can be
satisfied in the same PoP. With 50 additional servers it is possible
to satisfy more than 48% of the CDN demand by a server located
in the same PoP as the end-users. This shows that a relatively small
number of servers can reduce the user to server delay significantly.
It also shows the impact that the placement of a server plays in reducing the delay between end-user and content server. Note, that
we report on the reduction of the backbone delay, the reduction of
the end-to-end delay is expected to be even higher as the server is
now located in the same network.
We next turn our attention to the possible traffic reduction in the
network when NetPaaS is used. In Figure 8(b) we show the possible network wide traffic reduction with server allocation when 10
to 50 servers can be allocated by the CDN. The traffic reduction
especially during the peak hour ranges from 7% with 10 additional
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Joint Service Deployment with NetPaaS

We next consider the case of a CDN or an application that is
launched within an ISP by exclusively utilizing NetPaaS. Examples include ISP-operated CDNs, licensed CDNs, or applicationbased CDNs. The latter is already happening with Google Global
Cache [4] and with Netflix Open Connect in North America and
North Europe [6]. Today, Netflix is responsible for around 30% of
the total traffic in the peak hour in major US-based carriers [33]. In
this section, we evaluate the performance of NetPaaS when such
a service is launched using a CDN-ISP collaborative deployment
scheme. In Figure 10 we show the benefits of a joint CDN-ISP
server deployment within the network. For our evaluation, we use
the large commercial CDN, for which we know the sources of the
demand and the server specifications and locations, and scale its
traffic to reach 10%, 20%, or 30% of the total traffic of the ISP. As
previously, with NetPaaS and using only user-server assignment,
it is possible to satisfy a significant fraction of the total traffic from
close-by servers, see Figure 10(a). This can be even increased further when additional locations are available via server allocation.
Our results also show that while increasing the traffic demand for
the CDN, NetPaaS manages to keep the delay between users and
servers low, as well as to reduce the total network traffic.
Figure 10(b) shows the total traffic reduction when the CDN
traffic accounts for 30% of the total traffic. With user-server assignment only, NetPaaS is able to reduce the total traffic inside
the network by up to 5%. When assigning additional servers, NetPaaS is able to reduce the total traffic from 15% with 10 servers to
20% with 50 servers. A traffic reduction of up to 30% is possible
when additional servers can be allocated in all ISP PoPs.
We also tested NetPaaS with multiple CDNs to evaluate the
scalability of the system as well as the potential benefit of the system. For this, only user-server assignment was used as no information about the server requirements and the capacity of the other
CDNs is available. We consider the top 1, 10, and 100 CDNs by
traffic volume in the ISP. The largest CDN accounts for 19% of the
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0
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servers and reaches up to 7.5% when 50 additional servers can be
utilized. Again, this is a significant traffic volume that is on the
scale of tens to hundreds of Terabytes per day in large ISPs. Note
that the primary goal of NetPaaS was to reduce the end-user to
server delay, not network traffic. If all available locations (about
500) are utilized by the CDN, then the total traffic reduction is
around 8% during peak time. This shows that a small number of
additional servers significantly reduces the total traffic inside the
network. We also notice that our algorithm places servers in a way
that the activity of the most congested link is not increased, see Figure 8(c). In our setting, further reduction of the utilization of the
most congested link by adding more servers was not possible due
to routing configuration.
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Figure 10: Joint service deployment with NetPaaS.

Figure 11: Improvements with NetPaaS when considering the
top 1, 10, and 100 CDNs.

total traffic, the top 10 CDNs are responsible for more than 40%
and the top 100 CDNs for more than 67% respectively. Most of
the large CDNs have deployed distributed infrastructure, located in
a number of networks [55]. Figure 11 shows the improvements in
user-server delay as well as the total traffic reduction achieved by
NetPaaS. For the largest CDN most of the traffic can be served
from close-by servers and as a result the total traffic can be reduced
by up to 10%. When turning our attention to the top 10 and top 100
CDNs, we observe that NetPaaS is able to further increase the improvements, but with diminishing returns. With the top 10 CDNs
the traffic is reduced by up to 13% and with the top 100 CDNs 15%
respectively. We conclude that by utilizing NetPaaS for the top 10
CDNs, it is possible to achieve most of the reduction in user-server
delay and total traffic. We present a larger set of results for the top
CDNs and an evaluation for a number of optimization goals under
various network topologies in [31].

key to improve content delivery and address traffic engineering,
while some benefits are also possible with the already deployed
server infrastructure. We believe that NetPaaS can be widely used
in the new landscape of joint CDN-ISP server deployment inside
the network and act as a catalyst for innovative solutions towards
improving network operation, reducing content delivery cost and
enabling new applications inside the network.
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